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Mastering Revit Architecture 2010Sybex, 2009
As Autodesk's fastest-growing software package, Revit Architecture offers a new version that will require Revit users of all areas of expertise—architects, project managers, designers, contractors, and building owners—to learn new skills. As the only complete tutorial and reference for the newest version of Revit software, this book...
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Adobe After Effects CS5 Visual Effects and Compositing Studio TechniquesAdobe Press, 2010

	This is the only book on the market to focus exclusively on the creation of visual effects for After Effects users, and is a one-stop resource for anyone who wants in-depth explanations that demystify the realm of visual effects and how they were created, thanks to veteran author Mark Christiansen's friendly and accessible style.
...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2013 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Conquer SharePoint 2013—from the inside out!

	
		You’re beyond the basics, so dive right into SharePoint 2013—and really put your business collaboration platform to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting techniques, and workarounds. It’s...
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Photoshop CS5 for Nature Photographers: A Workshop in a BookSybex, 2010

	The only Photoshop-based book dedicated to photographing and producing images of nature


	Award-winning nature photographers Ellen and Josh Anon reveal their secrets to creating stunning nature images using their field-tested methods and the very latest Photoshop techniques. The book is packed with practical workflows and...
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Digital Video and HD, Second Edition: Algorithms and Interfaces (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Digital Video and HD: Algorithms and Interfaces provides a one-stop shop for the theory and engineering of digital video systems. Equally accessible to video engineers and those working in computer graphics, Charles Poynton's revision to his classic text covers emergent compression systems, including H.264 and VP8/WebM, and augments...
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Getting Started with Review BoardPackt Publishing, 2014

	A complete tour of all the great features of Review Board, from creating a review request to managing Review Board as an administrator. Whether you're in development or quality control, this guide could change your working life.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to publish code review requests and analyze code in...
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Genetic Programming Theory and Practice X (Genetic and Evolutionary Computation)Springer, 2013

	
		These contributions, written by the foremost international researchers and practitioners of Genetic Programming (GP), explore the synergy between theoretical and empirical results on real-world problems, producing a comprehensive view of the state of the art in GP.

	
		Topics in this volume include: evolutionary constraints,...
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Google Cloud Platform for Developers: Build highly scalable cloud solutions with the power of Google Cloud PlatformPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop, deploy, and scale your applications with Google Cloud Platform

	
		Key Features

		
			Create and deploy your applications on Google Cloud Platform
	
			Store and manage source code and debug Cloud-hosted apps with plugins and IDEs
	
			Streamline developer workflows...
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Bazaar Version ControlPackt Publishing, 2013

	Primarily written for those who are new to version control systems, this easy-to-follow guide to Bazaar will quickly make you an expert. From basic principles to creating plugins – it’s all here.


	Overview

	
		Gain an understanding of what version control is, and how you can benefit and effectively...
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JIRA 4 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	This book will introduce you to Atlassian JIRA, the world's most popular issue tracking software. JIRA provides issue and project tracking for software development teams to improve code quality and the speed of development.


	This book will show you how to plan and design your own JIRA implementation. You will learn how to...
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Marketing Communications: Integrating Offline and Online with Social MediaKogan Page, 2011

	
		Marketing, and Marketing Communications in
	
		particular, has changed forever. And it has all
	
		happened since the last edition of this book - the
	
		4th edition - written way back in 2005. What's
	
		changed? Two things essentially: first, Social Media
	
		arrived and changed the communications...
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Big Data Analytics with Microsoft HDInsight in 24 Hours, Sams Teach YourselfSams Publishing, 2015



	With Microsoft HDInsight, business professionals and data analysts can rapidly leverage the power of Hadoop on a flexible, scalable cloud-based platform, using Microsoft's accessible business intelligence, visualization, and productivity tools. Now, in just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you can learn all the skills and...
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